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The nonstationary wave function of an electron which is in a Coulomb field and in the field of 
an electromagnetic wave can be described by its fundamental harmonic, accurate to terms 
"' ~ = ea(2ml) -t 12 « 1 (a is the amplitude of the potential of the wave and I is the ionization 
energy). The shift and splitting of the frequency of this harmonic are found, relative to the 
energy of the atomic level unperturbed by the wave. The formulas obtained determine the 
frequencies of the most intense spectral lines in the light emitted by atoms in the field of an 
electromagnetic wave. Experimental measurements of these frequencies can serve as a way 
of determining the amplitude of the field strength of the wave. 

THE wave function of an electron in a Coulomb 
field and the field of an electromagnetic wave1> 
satisfies the Schrodinger equation 

. ow { 1 ( a . )2 aZ} t-= -- --teA -- '¢=(Ho+V)¢, 
fJt 2m fJx , r 

f iP aZ 
Ho=-----, 

2m fJx2 r 

ie a e2 
V=-A-+-A2 (1) 

m fix 2m 

and owing to the periodic time dependence of A it 
can be expanded in a Fourier series 

DO 

¢(x) = ~ '¢s(x)e-i(e+sm)t (2) 
s=-oo 

with the frequency spectrum E + sw, s = 0, ± 1, ± 2, 
.... We shall call the frequency E the "quasi
energy" of the state l/J (cf. the quasi-four-momen
tum in [ 11 ). 

Exact solution of Eq. (1) is not possible. If, how 
however, the amplitude a of the potential of the 
wave satisfies the condition e I a I « p, where p is 
the characteristic momentum of the electron, then 
the interaction with the wave can be taken into ac
count by perturbation theory. For a free electron 
this condition reduces to ea/m « 1, [ 1l and for an 
electron bound in an atom, to the condition 
~ = ea(2ml)-112 « 1[ 2] [since Peff ~ (2ml)112, where 

1)A monochromatic wave A= (2ny/w)lh. Re eeikx is charac
terized by the wave vector kp. = (k, iw), the unit vector e of its 
polarization, and the energy density u or the photon number 
density ny = u;w. We are using units 1:t = c = 1, 
e2/4rr =a= 1/137. 

I is the ionization energy] _2l If ~ « 1, then the 
order of magnitude of the Fourier coefficients in 
(2) will be l/Js "' ~ s, so that l/J(x) is essentially de
termined by the Fourier coefficient with s = 0: 
l/J(x) ~ l/Jo(x)e-iEt. We shall find the function if'o(x) 
and the frequency E. 

If we expand V(x) in a Fourier series: 

V(x) = ~ V~t(x)e-ikrot, 
k=0,±1,±2 

the Schrodinger equation (1) can be put in the form 

(e+sro-Ho)'¢.(x) =~ Vk(x)'¢s-~t(x). 
k 

We get, up to small terms of second order, the 
Schrodinger equation for the function l/Jo (x) 

(3) 

(e-Ho)'¢o(x) =[ Vo+ ~ Vk(e-kco-H0)-1V_k]¢o(x) 
k=±1 

(4) 
with a perturbation U (the expression in square 
brackets) independent of the time, and can look for 
its solution in the usual way (cf. [ 3\ Sees. 38 and 
39) as an expansion in terms of the eigenfunctions 
cpk(x) of the operator H 0: 

'¢o(x) = ~· CkCVk (x), Ilocpk = E~tcpk; (5) 
k 

2frhe parameter ~ can also be ~ritten in the form 
~ = 218/ w8 0 [where 8 is the amplitude of the field strength of 
the wave and 8 0 = 21(2ml)lf2;e is the ch~racteri.stic field strength in 
the atom), or in the form /; = (e2ny/mlw)lh. for hnearly polar-
ized and ~ = (e2ny/2mlw)Y2 for circularly polarized waves. 
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k stands for the set of all quantum numbers char
acterizing the state of the electron. The result is 
that the "quasi-energy" E and the function ~~0 (x) 
corresponding to a nondegenerate unperturbed 
level En are given to the accuracy in question by 
the formulas 

Ck = Ukn I (Ek- En)' k =I= n; 

Unn = ~ rp"• (x) [ Vo + ~· V1 ( e- lw- Ho) - 1 V -z J 'l!n (x) d2x, 

1=±1 (6) 

and in Ukn we can set E = En. The "quasi-ener
gy" E corresponding to a degenerate unperturbed 
level En is found from the secular equation 

(7) 

where n and n* denote states belonging to the de
generate level En being considered. For each En 
Eq. (7) will in general give several values of E, 

i.e., it determines not only a shift but also a split
ting of the E relative to En· For each E the coef
ficients ck are found in the usual way (cf. [ aJ, 
Sec. 39) and determine the corresponding correct 
zeroth-approximation function and the correction 
to it in order ~ ~ 2 • 

For present laser beams the wavelength is 
much larger than the size of the atom, and a for
tiori larger than the Compton wavelength, i.e., 
w « (2mi)112 « m. In this case the shift E rela
tive to a corresponding nondegenerate level En is 
given by 

e2n1 { 1 !lEn=-- 1+-
2mw m 

X~ [ 1Pen'nl 2 + 1Pen'n"l 2 ]}, 

n' E,-E,,+w En-E,,-w 
(8) 

where p · en'n is the matrix element of the opera
tor p · e between the states CfJn and CfJn' ; the 
summation is taken over all states of the discrete 
and continuous spectra. 

In what follows we shall consider only hydro
genlike atoms, whose energy levels are degenerate. 
Furthermore, in order not to complicate the prob
lem with the solution of secular equations we shall 
confine ourselves to the treatment of the shift and 
splitting of the first two levels, i.e., the levels with 
principal quantum numbers n = 1, 2, for which, as 
can be shown, the matrix Unn* is diagonal, so that 
the shift of the level En is given by (8). 

The first term in (8), which arises from the 
term A2 in the interaction of the electron with the 

wave, does not depend on the state of the electron 
and gives a correction to the mass of the free 
electron. The expression for this correction is 
valid so long as it is small in comparison with m, 
i.e., for ea/m « 1. The other two terms depend 
essentially on the state of the electron in the Cou
lomb field and vanish if this field is turned off, 
since 

I pen'n 12 "' m (En'- En) -+ 0. 

These terms are correct for ~ « 1. For w ~ I the 
expression in curly brackets is of the order of 
unity, so that 

With present laser beams values ~ ~ 0.01-0.1 and 
even larger are achieved. 

For what follows it is convenient to introduce 
instead of the square of the absolute value of the 
matrix element Pan'n (a = x, y, z) the oscillator 
strength fan'n• and also the average oscillator 
strength fn'n: 

1 
/n'n = 2l +1 l; fan'n• 

m,m' 

We note that 
, _ , _ [ 1+ 3m(l'-l) 

fxn n- /yn n - _ l' + l +1 

3m2 -l(l +1) ] fn•n6m'm±1 
+ ( l' + l + 1) ( 2l' + 1) 2 ' 

{ 3m2 -l(l+1) } 
fzn'n = 1- 2(l' + l +1) (Zl' +1) fn'n6m•m, 

if the axis of quantization is chosen along the z 
axis (n = n, l, m, n' = n', l', m' ). 

(9) 

1. Linearly polarized wave. In this case the 
vector e is real, and choosing the z axis along e 
we get from (8): 

2 
e2n1 { !lEn= -2- 1- l:fn'n Wn'n 
mw n' (J)~'n- w2 

where Wn'n = En' - En. As should be true for 
reasons of symmetry, the level En is split into 
n(n + 1)/2 sublevels; the shift is the same for lev
els that differ only in the sign of m. In the general 
case the sums in the curly brackets cannot be ex
pressed in explicit form in terms of n. Numerical 
calculation leads to the following values of the shift 
and splitting of the first two levels of hydrogen for 
the frequency of the ruby laser (w = 1. 788 eV): 
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e2nv e2n, 
!:J.Efs = --2-0.019. /1E2s = --'-3.93, 

mw 2mw 
e2n 

!1E2pm =- -2 1' >[6,28- (3m2 -2)0.734]. 
mw 

For w2 » w~'n• setting w~'n/(w~'n- w2) 

~ - w~'n/ w2 and using the sum rules (see [ 4J, 

Sec. 61, and [ 5J ), we get 

A 7_, _ e2nv { 16 
JJI'•n- -- 1+-

2mw 3n3 

[ 3(3m2-1(l+1)) ]( /)2} 
>< 610 + 1(1 +1)(2T....:..ff(21 +1) (21 +3) -;-· · (10') 

On the other hand, for w2 « w2 , , setting 
2 I 2 2 2 2 nn 

Wn'n (wn'n- w ) ~ 1 + w /wn'n and using the fact 

that [ fn'n = 1, we have 
n' 

Mn=--·-- ]fn'n--e2nv ( w )2{ J2 
2mw I . w2 

n' n'n 

-2 [3m2 -1(1 +1)] ] fn'n ___!:____} 
n' (1'+1+1)(21'+1) w~.n · 

(10") 

The infinite sums in curly brackets in (10") (we 
denote them by au l ' bn l ) have not been found in 
explicit form; they are of the order of unity, so 
that 

~E ... ·~ _ e2nv ( ~ )2 = _ e2(82 
2mw I 4mf2' 

where 0 is the amplitude of the field strength. 
At first glance it seems that at small frequen

cies the shift and splitting of the levels in the field 
of the wave could be obtained from the appropriate 
Stark-effect formula, if in this formula we regard 
the field as varying according to the law 0 sin 1/J 

and average over 1/J. For hydrogenlike atoms, how
ever, such an averaging includes a nonadiabatic 
perturbation and therefore leads to incorrect re
sults, for example to merging of part of the split 
levels, which is already impossible for general 
reasons of symmetry. Nevertheless, by means of 
the Stark-effect formula one can get the correct 
shift of the "center of gravity" of a system of 
levels with given values of the quantum numbers 
n, m. Therefore, if we fix n, m and average (10") 
over l , and the Stark-effect formula over nl> n2 

and (after setting (£- (,5' sin 1/J) over 1/J, we get for 
the shift of the "center of gravity" of a system of 
levels with given n, m the result 

i n-1 

Mnm = I I ~ I'!.Entn• n- m 
l=lml 

------
4ml2 n- lml 

~f{ anl- 2(3m2-'-l(l+1)]bnl} 
l=lml 

= ~ e2fS2 n4 [16n2 +2n I m I -10m2 +20] (ll) 
4m/2 32 

This relation does not completely determine 
anz, b nl• and a numerical calculation is required 
to find these quantities finally. The results for the 
hydrogen levels we are considering are 

.af8 = 9/s, a2s = 30, a2p = 44, b2p - 2.5. 

2. Circularly polarized wave. In this case, 
choosing the z axis along the direction k in which 
the wave is propagated, we get e =(ex + iey)/21/ 2 

for the right and left circularly polarized waves. 
It then follows from (8) that 

AE e2nv f ~ '''~··n 
Ll n=--l1-L.Jfn'n -[3m2 -l(l+1)]· 

2mw wz -w2 
n' n'n 

fn•n W~•n 
X~ (l' + l +1)(21' +1) w~,n- wz 

+ 3m~ (l' -l)fn'n WWn'n } 

. (l' + l+i) w2 -w2 · 
n n'n 

(12) 

Accordingly, the level En is split into n2 sub
levels-the degeneracy is completely removed. 
The shift of the s level is the same as for the 
linearly polarized wave. For the frequency of the 
ruby laser the shift and splitting of the 2p level of 
hydrogen are given by 

e2n 
!!.E2pm =- Zm: (6.28 +(3m2 -2)0.367 +m·4,69]. 

For w2 » w~'n• using the same procedure as 
for the derivation of (10'), we have 

AE - e2nv f 16 
Ll n- -.1+-

2mw t 3na 

[ 3(3m2-z(l+1)) J (J)z} 
X _6'10 -2l(l+1) (21-1) (21+1) (21+3} -~-

(12') 

(12") 

The values of anz and bnz for the hydrogen levels 
with n = 1, 2 have been given above. 
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We note that although the effect in question is 

caused by the external field, in a certain sense it 
is a differential form of the radiative displacement 
of the levels. In fact, the well known formula of 
Bethe[ 61 for the Lamb shift is obtained from (8) by 
replacing the number density I1y of the incident 
photons by the number density d3k/(27r) 3 of virtual 
photons and then integrating over the momenta k 
and summing over the polarizations e. The first 
term in (8), which does not depend on the state of 
the electron, then leads to a divergent correction 
to the mass of the electron, which is included in 
the renormalized mass and therefore is not ob
served, and the second term is absent because 
there is no photon in the initial state. In the effect 
we are considering, on the other hand, the first 
term gives a finite correction to the mass of the 
electron, leading to the effective mass m* = m 
+ e2ny/2mw, 3> which is observed, for example, in 
the emission of radiation by the electron or in the 
production of a pair by a photon in the field of the 
wave.[ 1• 71 

As long as ~ « 1 and in Eq. (2) we can neglect 
the harmonics ~'s(x) with s -1- 0, the "quasi
energy" E plays the role of the ordinary energy 
and the spectrum of values of E determines the 
frequencies of the most intense spectral lines in 
the light emitted by atoms in the field of an elec-

3 )In the general case, when e2 ny/2mw is not sm~ll in 
comparison with m, the value ism*= (m2 + e2 ny/CL>)Y2 • 

tromagnetic wave. 4> Measurement of these fre
quencies can serve as a sensitive method for de
termining the field-strength amplitude of a wave, 
since the frequency shift relative to the unper
turbed atomic frequency is proportional to 
~ 2 = (210/w0oo) 2• 

In conclusion I take pleasure in thanking V. L. 
Ginzburg and A. I. Nikishov for a discussion of 
this work. 
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4 )The intensity of lines due to harmonics with s ~ 0 will be 

diminished by at least a factor e s. 


